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Abstract We investigate the geometric spreading and attenuation of seismic Pn waves in Northeast China
and the Korean Peninsula. A high-quality broadband Pn wave data set generated by North Korean nuclear
tests is used to constrain the parameters of a frequency-dependent log-quadratic geometric spreading
function and a power law Pn Q model. The geometric spreading function and apparent Pn wave Q are
obtained for Northeast China and the Korean Peninsula between 2.0 and 10.0 Hz. Using the two-station
amplitude ratios of the Pn spectra and correcting them with the known spreading function, we remove the
contributions of the source and crust from the apparent Pn Q and retrieve the P wave attenuation information
along the pure upper mantle path. We then use both Pn amplitudes and amplitude ratios in a tomographic
approach to obtain the upper mantle P wave attenuation in the studied area. The Pn wave spectra observed in
China are compared with those recorded in Japan, and the result reveals that the high-frequency Pn signal
across the oceanic path attenuated faster compared with those through the continental path.
1. Introduction
The seismic Pn wave typically appears as the ﬁrst arrival in regional seismograms at distances between 200
and 2000 km. Unlike other regional phases, such as Pg and Lg waves, the Pn wave is typically less affected
by the crustal structures or contaminated by prior phases and is therefore widely applied for seismic location,
magnitude, and yield estimation and for investigating seismic source process. The Pn wave attenuation
measurement is an important issue as well not only because obtaining accurate source parameters requires
correction for the amplitude decay but also because attenuation itself can be useful for characterizing the
upper mantle properties. Pn and Sn waves cannot be simply explained as head waves developed along a ﬂat
Moho discontinuity. Their actual propagation processes, particularly their amplitude variations in a spherical
Earth, are much more complicated. Červený and Ravindra [1971] and Hill [1973] theoretically investigated the
behavior of Pn waves in a spherical Earth model and regarded this phase as an interference of multiple-diving
waves refracted from the underside of the Moho discontinuity. Sereno and Given [1990] studied Pn waves in
ﬂat and spherical Earth models and found that Earth’s sphericity alone causes a signiﬁcant departure in Pn
geometrical spreading and that the phenomenon is frequency dependent. Based on numerical simulations,
Yang et al. [2007] proposed a log-quadratic model for Pn and Sn geometric spreading functions to accommodate the Earth’s sphericity. Compared with the traditional power law model, their spreading model included
nine parameters to address both distance and frequency dependencies.
Many attempts have been targeted at using observed data to constrain Pn wave attenuation and geometrical
spreading [Chun et al., 1989; Sereno et al., 1988; Xie, 2007; Xie and Patton, 1999; Zhu et al., 1991]. The underlying difﬁculties are that attenuation and geometrical spreading are tightly coupled and both are dependent
on distance and frequency. In addition, the observed Pn amplitudes are highly scattered due to their narrow
sampling of radiation patterns, inaccurate source locations, and pronounced sensitivity to the uppermost
mantle structures. Different strategies were adopted to mitigate this difﬁculty. By assuming a frequencyindependent spreading function of Δ1.3, where Δ is the distance, Sereno et al. [1988] investigated the Pn
wave Q in Scandinavia and obtained a Q0 (1 Hz Q) of 325. Using the same spreading function, Xie and
Patton [1999] obtained a Q0 of 364 for central Asia, and Xie [2007] observed low Pn Q under the north central
Tibetan plateau between 0.3 and 10.0 Hz. Chun et al. [1989] determined the high-frequency Pn attenuation in
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Table 1. Event Parameters Used in This Study
North Korean
Nuclear Test
NKT1
NKT2
NKT3

Date
(yyyy/mm/dd)

Time
(UTC)

Latitude
(°N)

Longitude
(°E)

Depth
(km)

mb
(USGS)

2006/10/09
2009/05/25
2013/02/13

01:35:28.00
00:54:43.11
02:57:51.27

41.287
41.294
41.292

129.108
129.077
129.073

0.0
0.0
0.0

4.2
4.7
5.1

eastern Canada based on a frequency-dependent Pn spreading Δ (2.2 + 0.02  f ) between 3.0 and 15.0 Hz. Zhu
et al. [1991] simultaneously estimated both frequency-dependent geometric spreading and Q for Pn waves in
the Canadian shield.
Others attempted to estimate the Pn or Sn wave propagation efﬁciency without apparently addressing the
geometric spreading. Calvert et al. [2000] measured the propagation efﬁciency by separating the attenuation
into the average portion and the perturbation portion, avoiding deﬁning the absolute attenuation measurement.
Using the ratio of the Sn amplitude to the Pg coda amplitude, Barron and Priestley [2009] presented the
frequency-dependent propagation efﬁciency of the Sn wave over the Tibetan Plateau. By stacking the densely
distributed USArray data, Buehler and Shearer [2013] calculated the Sn propagation efﬁciency and identiﬁed
highly attenuating regions in the western United States. Another strategy involves building a geometric spreading
model followed by separating the attenuation from the spreading. Yang et al. [2007] proposed a log-quadratic
geometric spreading function based on numerical simulations in a radially symmetric Earth model. Avants et al.
[2011] further discussed the contribution of scattering to this spreading model. Applying this log-quadratic
spreading model to Eurasia data, Yang [2011] obtained a more reasonable Pn Q between distances of 200
and 1000 km and frequencies of 0.5 and 10.0 Hz.
Between 2006 and 2013, North Korea conducted three underground nuclear tests. Compared with natural
earthquakes, these explosive sources have accurate epicenter locations and source depths, simple and
approximately identical source time functions, and most importantly virtually isotropic radiation patterns.
Seismic networks recorded abundant regional phases from these events, including the Pn wave, in
Northeast China, the Korean Peninsula, and Japan, across either the continental or the oceanic paths [e.g.,
Chun et al., 2009; Hong and Rhie, 2009; Murphy et al., 2013; Richards and Kim, 2007; Wen and Long, 2010;
Zhao et al., 2008, 2012, 2014].
In this study, we use this high-quality data set to investigate Pn wave propagation in Northeast China and the
Korean Peninsula, including its geometrical spreading and the apparent Pn attenuation. An inversion method
is used to formally separate the spreading and attenuation using the observed spectral amplitudes.
Frequency-dependent parameters for a log-quadratic spreading model in Northeast China and the Korean
Peninsula are derived from the data. Using two-station amplitude ratios and the known spreading function,
we remove the effect of the crust leg from the apparent Pn wave attenuation to obtain the P wave attenuation along the pure upper mantle path. Combining both single-station amplitudes and two-station amplitude
ratios, an uppermost mantle P wave attenuation tomography approach is proposed. Using Pn observations
across Northeast China and those through the Japan Sea, the Pn spectral amplitudes across the continental
and oceanic paths are compared.

2. Data
2.1. Regional Data Set
On 9 October 2006, 25 May 2009, and 12 February 2013, North Korea conducted three successive nuclear
tests near the China-Korea border, and their body wave magnitudes were 4.2, 4.7, and 5.1, respectively, as
reported by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). Hereafter, these events are referred to as NKT1,
NKT2, and NKT3, and their parameters are provided in Table 1. Broadband digital seismograms from these
nuclear tests are collected. Figure 1 depicts the locations of the North Korean nuclear test site (NKTS) and
the 297 broadband stations used in this study. Among them, 188 permanent stations are from the national
and provincial networks under the China Earthquake Administration and the China National Digital Seismic
Network (CNDSN) operated by the China Earthquake Networks Center (CENC) since December 2000. Seven
permanent stations are from the Global Seismographic Network (GSN), which has been operated by the
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Figure 1. Map depicting locations of the North Korean test site (red star labeled NKTS) and seismic stations used in the
study, including CNDSN (upset down triangles), GSN (solid circles), SASK (squares), NECsaids (open circles), and F-NET
(triangles). The large circle indicates the 1000 km epicentral distance from the NKTS, with the pink and blue colors marking
stations with continental and oceanic paths, respectively.

USGS and the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) consortium from May 1994 to present.
Two portable seismic arrays, including the 6-station SASK in South Korea and the 35-station NECsaids in
Northeast China, originally for investigating deep structures, recorded NKT2 and NKT3 with high signal-tonoise ratios. The remaining 61 stations are from F-NET in Japan. These stations are equipped with broadband
instruments with nearly ﬂat velocity responses between 0.03 and 8.0 Hz or wider, and their sampling rates
vary among 20, 40, 50, and 100 points per second. The distances from the NKTS to these stations are between
143 and 1930 km, within which the Pn phase is well developed.
We plot regional waveforms in a record section to investigate the Pn wave group velocity in this area. Instead
of plotting waveforms themselves, we plot normalized waveform energy. Figure 2a presents a vertical
component velocity seismogram from NKT3 recorded by station LN.LYA at a distance of 813.0 km, where a
band-pass ﬁlter between 0.1 and 10.0 Hz is applied. Figure 2b shows the normalized waveform energy.
Figure 2c presents the waveform energy versus distance, in which several regional phases can be identiﬁed.
The ﬁrst arrival is the Pn wave, which has a group velocity of approximately 8.1 km/s. The Pg and Lg waves can
be traced at group velocities of 6.0 and 3.5 km/s, respectively.
2.2. Pn Amplitude Measurements
The Pn wave is typically the ﬁrst arrival at regional distances, and its amplitude can be measured within a time
or group velocity window. For example, a ﬁxed 5 s time window was used in Scandinavia by Sereno et al.
[1988], a 4.3 s window was used in Eastern Canada by Zhu et al. [1991], and a 4.5 s window was used in
Tibet by Xie [2007]. Considering the slightly dispersive properties of the Pn wave, some authors have used
a group velocity window between 8.2 and 7.6 km/s to measure the amplitude [e.g., Al-Damegh et al., 2004;
Mcnamara et al., 1997; Reese et al., 1999]. In this study, we use the vertical component seismogram and a
0.7 km/s group velocity window around the IASP91 arrival time to measure the Pn amplitude. Figure 3 brieﬂy
illustrates the data processing process. The vertical component seismogram recorded at station LN.LYA from
NKT3 is presented in Figure 3a, where the gray shaded areas indicate the 0.7 km/s group velocity window for
measuring Pn and the pre-P arrival window for sampling the noise. The windowed signal is plotted in
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Figure 3b, where 10% cosine tapers are
applied at both ends. Following Zhao
et al. [2010, 2013b], we select the noise
series in an equal-length time window
before the ﬁrst arrival. Figure 3c presents the calculated Fourier spectra of
the Pn and noise series between 0.3
and 15.0 Hz. The Pn spectral amplitudes
are obtained at 44 frequencies distributed log-evenly between 0.3 and 15.0 Hz
and corrected for the noise (Figures 3d
and 3e). (for details, see Zhao et al.
[2013a] and Zhao et al. [2010]).

3. Pn Wave Geometric
Spreading and Attenuation
3.1. Modeling of the Pn Spectrum
The Pn wave spectrum can be expressed
as [Sereno et al., 1988; Xie, 2007; Xie and
Patton, 1999]
Aðf Þ ¼ Sðf ÞGðΔ; f ÞΓðΔ; f ÞPðf Þr ðf Þ;
(1)

Figure 2. (a) A sample seismogram recorded at station LN.LYA, (b) its normalized energy, and (c) the record section of normalized waveform energy
for all data used in this study. Color bar indicates the normalized energy
level. The regional phases Pn, Pg, and Lg are labeled in Figures 2b and 2c.

"

f2
f4
Sðf Þ ¼ S0  1 þ ð1  2βÞ 2 þ β2 4
fc
fc

where f is the frequency, A(f) is the
observed spectral amplitude, P(f ) is the
site response, and r(f ) is the random
amplitude effect. S(f ) is the Pn source
spectrum, which is given by the following
simpliﬁed explosion source function
[Hong, 2013; Mueller and Murphy, 1971;
Sereno et al., 1988; Xie and Patton, 1999]:
#1=2
;

(2)

where S0 is the long period source spectral level, fc is the corner frequency, and β controls the amount of
overshot. For a Poisson medium, β = 0.75. For a near-surface explosion, S0 = M0/4πρα3, where M0 is the
seismic moment, and ρ and α are the density and P wave velocity in the source region [Sereno et al., 1988;
Stevens and Day, 1985], which in this study are set to 2.7 g/cm3 and 5.5 km/s [Hong et al., 2008; Jih, 1998],
respectively. In equation (1), the geometric spreading factor G(Δ, f ) is a function of the epicenter distance Δ
and frequency f, and its details are provided in the next section. In equation (1),


πf
ΓðΔ; f Þ ¼ exp  BðΔ; f Þ
(3)
V
is the attenuation factor, where V is the Pn wave group velocity, and will be treated as a regional constant,
BðΔ; f Þ ¼ ∫ray

ds
Qðf Þ

(4)

is the integral of attenuation over the great circle path. In addition, Q(f ) is the apparent Pn wave Q and
assumed can be expressed by a power law model [e.g., Sereno et al., 1988; Xie, 2007]:
Qðf Þ ¼ Q0 f η ;

(5)

where Q0 and η are the apparent Pn wave Q at 1 Hz and its frequency dependence, respectively.
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3.2. Pn Wave Geometric
Spreading Function
The power law spreading function linearly relates the logarithmic amplitude
with the logarithmic distance. To
account for the complex spreading
relation obtained from the Pn wave
simulation in a spherical Earth, Yang
et al. [2007] extended the power law
relation by adding a second-order
term. Considering that Pn spreading is
frequency dependent, these researchers also included a quadratic form for
its frequency dependency. We will call
the model the log-quadratic spreading
model, which exhibits the following
form [Yang et al., 2007]:
GðΔ; f Þ ¼ 10ξ 3 ðf Þ Δξ 1 ðf Þlog10 Δξ 2 ðf Þ ; (6)
where coefﬁcients ξ n(f ) are dependent
on the logarithm of the frequency
ξ n ðf Þ ¼ ξ n1 log210 ðf Þ
þ ξ n2 log10 ðf Þ
þ ξ n3 ; ðn ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ:

(7)

Based on a spherical Earth model
composed of a 40 km thick crust and
an underlying constant upper mantle,
Yang et al. [2007] used numerical simulation to determine the coefﬁcients as
2
3
0:217 1:79 3:16
6
7
ξ ¼ 4 1:94 8:43 18:6 5: (8)
3:39

Figure 3. Pn wave spectral amplitude measurement. (a) Vertical component
Pn seismogram, with the shaded areas indicating windows for Pn and the
presignal noise, (b) Pn phase sampled by a 0.7 km/s group velocity window,
(c) Pn wave and noise spectra, (d) signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and (e) Pn
spectra after noise correction. Note that the data samples for SNR < 2.0
are eliminated.

9:94

20:7

Equation (6) is likely a more ﬂexible
model for the Pn geometric spreading
than the simple power law model, but
its coefﬁcients can vary for regions
with different velocities, crust thickness, and upper mantle lid structures.
Therefore, we adopt equation (6) for
Northeast China and the Korean
Peninsula but ﬁne tune its parameters
using observed Pn data.

3.2.1. Prior Information and Model Space
Table 2 summarizes the model parameters to be searched for, including four parameters for sources, nine
geometric spreading coefﬁcients, and two parameters for the apparent Pn wave Q. We estimate the variation
range of these parameters. For the three North Korean nuclear tests, their seismic moment M0 and the corner
frequency fc can be calculated from their body wave magnitude mb using the empirical relationship established by Taylor et al. [2002]. We set ±10% perturbations for mb to obtain the variation ranges for M0. The
source corner frequency fc can be calculated from the seismic moment using the empirical relation
log M0 = a + b  log fc from Xie and Patton [1999]. From the Pn data recorded for explosions in central Asia,
these researchers found a = 18.34 and b = 4.73. There is likely a trade-off between M0 and a, so we ﬁx
ZHAO ET AL.
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Table 2. Model Parameters of Pn Spectral Amplitude Used in This Study
Model Space and Prior Information
Parameter
Source
M0(N · m)

b
Geometric Spreading

ξ 11

Name

Prior Information

Data Range

Reference

(2.0–10.0 Hz)

Seismic moment for
2013/02/13
2009/05/25
2006/10/09
Slope for logM0-logfc
relation

2.0E + 16
3.0E + 15
4.0E + 14
4.73

5.0E + 15 ≤ M0 ≤ 1.0E + 17
6.0E + 14 ≤ M0 ≤ 5.0E + 15
1.0E + 14 ≤ M0 ≤ 6.0E + 14
3.5 ≤ b ≤ 5.5

Taylor et al. [2002]

Xie and Patton [1999]

(7.133 ± 1.409)E + 15
(4.015 ± 0.591)E + 15
(5.080 ± 0.663)E + 14
5.112 ± 0.329

0.217

0.239 ≤ ξ 11 ≤ 0.195

Yang et al. [2007]

0.213 ± 0.010

1.79
3.16
1.94
8.43
18.6
3.39
9.94
20.7

1.611 ≤ ξ 12 ≤ 1.969
2.844 ≤ ξ 13 ≤ 3.476
2.134 ≤ ξ 21 ≤ 1.746
7.587 ≤ ξ 22 ≤ 9.273
16.74 ≤ ξ 23 ≤ 20.46
3.279 ≤ ξ 31 ≤ 3.051
8.946 ≤ ξ 32 ≤ 10.934
18.63 ≤ ξ 33 ≤ 22.77

204–325
0.14–0.74

200 ≤ Q0 ≤ 600
0.2 ≤ η ≤ 1.2

Coefﬁcient for
Pn spreading

ξ 12
ξ 13
ξ 21
ξ 22
ξ 23
ξ 31
ξ 32
ξ 33
Apparent Q Model

Q0
η

Best Fit Inverted Model

1 Hz Q
Frequency
dependence

1.789 ± 0.089
3.114 ± 0.131
1.993 ± 0.102
8.459 ± 0.378
18.328 ± 0.625
3.407 ± 0.183
9.787 ± 0.509
20.527 ± 0.916
e.g., Xie [2007] and
Yang [2011]

237 (194  290)
0.361 ± 0.071

a = 18.34 in our model. The slope b also exhibits certain regional dependence, so we allow ± 30% variation for
this parameter. The log-quadratic Pn spreading model derived by Yang et al. [2007] is expected to be transferable to other regions with proper modiﬁcation of its parameters. Thus, we impose ±10% perturbation for
all nine coefﬁcients. Sereno et al. [1988] obtained apparent attenuation of Q(f ) = 325f 0.48 in Scandinavia
using 1 to 15 Hz Pn spectra. Sereno [1990] investigated Pn amplitude spectra in eastern Kazakhstan in central Asia and obtained a similar power law Q model of Q(f ) = 300f 0.5. Chun et al. [1989] suggested that a
frequency-dependent Q model, Q(f ) = 255f 0.74, can explain the observed Pn spectra in the Canadian shield
between 3 and 10 Hz. Xie [2007] used 0.6 to 5.0 Hz Pn spectra to obtain an average Q model, Q(f ) = 278f 0.14,
for the Tibetan Plateau. Yang [2011] investigated Pn geometric spreading based on observations in Asia,
wherein he observed that the Pn Q approximately follows a power law function Q(f ) = 204f 0.58 for frequencies greater than 2 Hz. Using these results as prior information, we limit the range of Q0 and η from 200 to
600 and from 0.2 to 1.2, respectively. All prior information and model parameter spaces are summarized
in Table 2.
3.2.2. Pn Geometric Spreading Model in Northeast China and the Korean Peninsula
Because of the potentially different Pn propagation characteristics of continental and oceanic paths and
because the continental data set covers a wide and relatively even distance range, we use only continental
path Pn amplitude measurements in the following parameter searching and tomography analysis. We also
restrict our analysis to amplitudes within 2.0 to 10.0 Hz due to apparently different Pn attenuation behavior
(see Figure 7d) beyond this frequency range. Simulated annealing [Kirkpatrick et al., 1983], a nonexhaustive
global optimization algorithm, is used to estimate the parameters in model space. This method has been
widely applied in geophysical modeling [e.g., Iritani et al., 2014; Kirkpatrick, 1984; Zhao et al., 1996]. We perform the parameter searching by minimizing the L2 norm misﬁt function of the difference between observed
and synthetic Pn amplitudes. Figure 4 illustrates the Pn spectral amplitudes at selected frequencies, after
correcting for the source excitation functions. Different symbols indicate that the samples are from NKT1
(triangles), NKT2 (circles), and NKT3 (crosses). The solid blue lines are the best ﬁt Pn amplitudes from data
between 2.0 and 10.0 Hz, and the shaded areas are their standard deviations of the ﬁt calculated using the
bootstrap method [Efron, 1983]. The frequency f, number of samples N, apparent regional average Pn Q,
and correlation coefﬁcient R are labeled in each panel.
The inverted Pn models are listed in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 5. Figures 5a and 5b presents the Pn geometric spreading curves versus distance at 2.1 and 9.1 Hz, respectively. Figures 5c and 5d present these
curves versus frequency at distances of 500 and 1200 km, respectively. The solid lines indicate the results
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Figure 4. Pn spectral amplitudes versus distance at selected frequencies. The source excitation spectra have been
removed. Different symbols indicate data from NKT1 (triangles), NKT2 (circles), and NKT3 (crosses). The solid blue lines
are the best ﬁt Pn spectra with data between 2.0 and 10.0 Hz, and the shaded areas represent their standard deviations. The
frequency (f ), number of samples (N), apparent Pn Q, and correlation coefﬁcient (R) are labeled in each panel.

obtained here, and the dashed lines represent the model proposed by Yang et al. [2007]. The two spreading
models exhibit similar overall shapes that ﬁrst decrease and then increase with increasing distance. The
minimums appear at shorter distances for higher frequencies. The models are also positively frequency
dependent, at least within the investigated frequency band. Figure 5e illustrates the inverted source
excitation functions, where the shaded areas are the standard deviations. Figure 5f presents the average
regional Pn Q versus the frequency.

4. Upper Mantle P Wave Attenuation
Pn wave attenuation is an apparent value because the Pn Q observed along the great circle is mixed with
those traveling in the uppermost mantle and crust, with the latter propagating with a nonzero dipping angle.
With the known Pn wave geometric spreading function, we can remove the effect of crust legs and obtain the
upper mantle P wave attenuation.
4.1. Single-Station Data
Figure 6 presents the Pn propagation path between the NKTS and station LN.LYA, calculated using the
CRUST1.0 model [Laske et al., 2013]. The refraction points E and F separate the raypath into three sections,
including the crust leg at the source side, the uppermost mantle leg, and the crust leg at the station side.
From equation (4), B(Δ, f ) can be expressed as
BðΔ; f Þ ¼ ∫AE

ZHAO ET AL.

ds
ds
ds
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þ ∫EF
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Figure 5. The inverted Pn models. (a and b) The Pn geometric spreading functions versus distance at 2.1 and 9.1 Hz.
(c and d) The Pn geometric spreading functions versus frequency at 500 and 1200 km. (e) Source excitation functions
for three nuclear explosions and (f ) regional average Pn Q versus frequency. The solid lines are the result for Northeast
China and the Korean Peninsula obtained using 2.0 to 10.0 Hz data, and the dashed lines represent the model given
by Yang et al. [2007].
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Figure 6. Sketch depicting the Pn wave propagation path from the NKTS to LN.LYA. The crust model is based on CRUST1.0.

where Qs and Qr are the source and station side crust P wave Q, and Q(x, y, f ) is the uppermost mantle P wave
Q, which is a function of the frequency and location (x, y) between E and F. By substituting equation (9) into
(3), the Pn attenuation factor can be expressed as
ΓðΔ; f Þ ¼ Γs ðAE; f ÞΓðEF; f ÞΓr ðFB; f Þ


πf
ds πf
ds
πf
ds
¼ exp 
;

∫
 ∫EF
∫
AE
FB
α1s
Qs α2
Qðx; y; f Þ α1r
Qr

(10)

where α1s and α1r are the source and station side P wave velocity, α2 is the upper mantle P wave velocity.
From equations (1) and (10), we have


πf
ds
Aðf ÞG1 ðΔ; f ÞS1 ðf Þ ¼ ½Γs ðAE; f ÞΓr ðFB; f Þ exp  ∫EF
;
(11)
α2
Qðx; y; f Þ
where G(Δ, f ) and S(f ) are known from section 3 and A(f )G 1(Δ, f )  S 1(f ) is the spreading and source
corrected single-station data. Γs(AE, f )  Γr(FB, f ) is the attenuation from the crust legs. We assume that it is
an unknown constant over the studied region and can be inverted for from the data. It is expected that
the upper mantle leg dominates the Pn propagation, and the error in the crust legs can be neglected. We
will also neglect factors P(f ) and r(f ) caused by the site effect and the random ﬂuctuations.
4.2. Two-Station Data and Pn Amplitude Ratio
Assuming that the two stations are located at different epicenter distances but within the similar azimuth
direction from the NKTS, we calculate their amplitude ratio as follows [e.g., Xie et al., 2004]:

 
 
 

Aj ðf Þ G Δj ; f Γs AE j ; f Γ EF j ; f Γr FBj ; f Pj ðf Þr j ðf Þ
Aij ¼
¼
;
(12)
Ai ðf Þ GðΔi ; f Þ Γs ðAE i ; f Þ ΓðEF i ; f Þ Γr ðFBi ; f Þ Pi ðf Þr i ðf Þ
where Ai(f ) and Aj(f ) are the Pn amplitude spectra observed at stations i and j, the source terms have been
canceled, and G(Δj, f )/G(Δi, f ) is the ratio between known geometrical spreading functions at these
distances. Γs(AEi, f ) and Γs(AEj, f ) represent the source side crust legs. For observations from the same
source, their ratio should be equal to unity. Γr(FBi, f ) and Γr(FBj, f ) represent the station side crust legs. As
above mentioned, we assume these values are approximately the same, and their ratio approaches unity.
We also neglect the ratio Pj(f )  rj(f )/Pi(f )  ri(f ). After these treatments and by introducing equation (10),
equation (12) becomes


GðΔi ; f Þ
πf F j
ds
 ¼ exp  ∫F i
Aij ðf Þ 
;
(13)
α2 Qðx; y; f Þ
G Δj ; f
where the integral ∫F i 1=Qðx; y; f Þds is from the refraction point Fi to Fj over the upper mantle path. The left
hand side of equation (13), the amplitude ratio corrected by the known geometrical spreading function, is
directly linked to the accumulated attenuation over the pure upper mantle path. Thus, the two-station
amplitude ratio removes the source term and contributions from the crust legs near the source and station.
Fj

Figures 7a–7c illustrate the Pn amplitude ratios after correction for the spreading function versus the interstation distance at 3.0, 5.2, and 9.1 Hz. The solid lines are linear regressions, and their slopes provide the regional
average upper mantle P wave Q. The circles in Figure 7d represent upper mantle P wave Q versus frequency.
They show a nearly linear relation between 2.0 and 10.0 Hz (shaded area), within which a power law Q model,
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Figure 7. (a–c) Spreading-corrected Pn spectral ratios (light gray crosses) versus interstation distance at 3.0, 5.2, and 9.1 Hz.
The solid lines indicate linear regressions, and their slopes represent the regional average uppermost mantle P wave Q.
(d) Regional average uppermost mantle P wave Q (circles) versus frequencies. The solid line is the best ﬁt power law Q
model using data between 2.0 and 10.0 Hz.

QP = 176f 0.48, for the upper mantle P wave can be obtained. However, outside this frequency band, the
Q versus frequency behaves quite differently. In our Pn Q model, we assume a power law frequency
dependence. The results demonstrate that this assumption may only be valid within the 2.0 to 10.0 Hz band
in the studied region.
4.3. Upper Mantle P Wave Q Tomography
An inversion system for the upper mantle P wave Q can be created either from the single-station data, the
two-station data, or by combining both. One might think that the two data sets are from the same group
of observations and should contain exactly the same information, but certain differences still exist. The
advantage of using the two-station data is that the amplitude ratio eliminates the source effect at the data
processing stage, reducing the tradeoff between the source term and attenuation in the inversion. However,
the slight azimuth difference between two stations may result in additional errors. Most importantly, the
two-station data must match the source-station geometry, which often results in less useful rays and shorter
ray length compared with the single-station method. This effect is particularly severe for the heavily attenuated
region and for high frequencies, where near-station information is vital. Thus, combining the single- and twostation data improves data coverage and avoids serious tradeoffs.
Similar to the Lg wave Q tomography [e.g., Zhao et al., 2010, 2013b], we linearize equations (11) and (13) by
taking the logarithm to combine both the single- and the two-station data for inversion. In our tomography,
the initial Q model is a constant model resulted from two-station data analysis, as shown in Figure 7. The
same constant Q model is also used to create checkerboard model for resolution testing. A broadband uppermost mantle P wave attenuation model in Northeast China and the Korean Peninsula at 18 discrete frequencies between 2.0 and 10.0 Hz is obtained. As examples, Figure 8a presents the P wave Q distribution at 3.0 Hz,
and Figure 8b presents the broadband Q, which is calculated by average logarithmic Q between 2.0 and
10.0 Hz. The major geology blocks, including the Songliao Basin (SB), Bohai Bay Basin (BB), and Changbai
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Figure 8. Results for the upper mantle P wave Q model. (a) Inverted Q map at 3.0 Hz, (b) the broadband Q obtained by
averaging logarithmic Q between 2.0 and 10.0 Hz, (c) 3 Hz raypath coverage, in which the blue and pink lines indicate
the single- and two-station paths, respectively, and (d) 2.0° × 2.0° checkerboard test for 3 Hz resolution check.

Mountains (CM), are illustrated in these ﬁgures. The northern SB, the areas between the southern SB and BB,
and the southeastern CM are characterized by low Q anomalies, whereas areas between SB and CM are high
Q regions. A number of volcanoes in this region were previously investigated using seismic velocity tomography [e.g., Duan et al., 2009; Lei and Zhao, 2005; Zhao et al., 2009, 2011]. Prominent low P wave velocity anomalies have been found in the crust and upper mantle beneath these volcanoes [Zhao et al., 2009]. These
anomalies are consistent with the strong P wave attenuation in the uppermost mantle observed in this study.
Figures 8c and 8d illustrate the 3.0 Hz ray coverage and the checkerboard test for the 2.0° × 2.0° resolution.

5. Comparison of Pn Wave Amplitudes Through Continental and Oceanic Paths
The ray paths from NKTS to Japan cross the Japan Sea, where the oceanic Moho depth is approximately 11 to
15 km [Laske et al., 2013]. The continental crust and oceanic crust have different thicknesses and underlying
upper mantle P wave velocities, and the transition zone between them may also inﬂuence Pn attenuation and
spreading. In Figure 1, the data observed via continental path surround the NKTS for an azimuth range of
approximately 160° and cover epicenter distances from 150 to 1300 km, forming the data set for investigating
the Pn spreading function and attenuation in Northeast China and the Korean Peninsula. The data crossing
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the oceanic path are mostly recorded
by F-NET stations in Japan. The
data cover an azimuth range of
approximately 120° but are mostly
recorded at distances of approximately 1000 km, thus preventing
them from being used for an independent geometric spreading function for the oceanic path.
Given that the explosion sources are
virtually isotropic and the observations are nearly completely surrounding the source, the data still provide
an excellent opportunity to investiFigure 9. Pn spectral amplitudes at distance 1000 km versus the azimuth. The gate the Pn amplitudes and their
triangles, circles, and crosses represent NKT1, NKT2, and NKT3, respectively.
frequency dependency on the contiBlack, blue, and red colors indicate 0.8, 7.0, and 10.0 Hz data, respectively.
nental and oceanic paths. To avoid
Solid circles with error bars represent their mean values and standard
ambiguity, we make a straight fordeviations, obtained within 30° azimuth windows. The Pn source excitation
ward comparison with minimum data
functions are removed from the data.
processing. Given that the oceanic
data are mostly recorded at 1000 km,
we collect the Pn spectral amplitudes between distances 800 and 1200 km (with a nominal epicentral distance
of 1000 km). We remove the Pn wave source excitation functions and present the result in Figure 9 as a function of the azimuth. The triangles, circles, and crosses are the directly measured spectral amplitudes for NKT1,
NKT2, and NKT3. In addition, black, blue, and red colors indicate 0.8, 7.0, and 10.0 Hz data, respectively. Solid
circles with error bars indicate the mean values and standard deviations obtained within a 30° azimuth
window. Prominent differences can be observed for the Pn waves crossing different paths. Between 60°
and 180°, the Pn signals crossing the oceanic path are strongly frequency dependent, with extremely low
high-frequency amplitudes. The Pn waves across the continental path can be divided into two groups.
Between 230° and 280° with the direction toward Northern China, the low-frequency contents (0.8 and
7.0 Hz) are similar to that from the oceanic path, but the high-frequency (10.0 Hz) propagation is much more
efﬁcient than that from the oceanic path. Within the azimuth range of 315° to 30° toward Northeast China, the
Pn spectra are less dependent on the frequency. In general, the intermediate frequency (7.0 Hz) spectra are
less affected by different paths, but the low- and high-frequency contents exhibit apparent variations
between the continental and oceanic paths. Because no data processing, other than the noise and source
excitation function removal is involved, the observations are relatively reliable. The spreading function tends
to raise the high-frequency signal, whereas attenuation tends to reduce the high-frequency contents. The
detailed structure of transition zones may also affect the frequency dependence. Additional observational
and/or numerical investigations are required to distinguish contributions from individual mechanisms.

6. Discussion
To determine the Pn wave geometric spreading function and the attenuation, several assumptions are
adopted, e.g., isotropic source radiation, a log-quadratic spreading model, and a power law Pn Q model.
Given that both geometric spreading and attenuation are frequency dependent, trade-offs between them
may exist. Certain clues (e.g., Figure 7d) indicate that a power law Q model may oversimplify the frequency
dependency of the attenuation in a broad frequency band. In section 3, we obtain the regional average Pn
Q using the single-station data, and we obtain the regional average upper mantle P wave Q using the twostation data in section 4. However, because the single-station data extend to a larger region compared with
the two-station data, the two average Qs do not necessarily cover the same region. In the upper mantle P
wave attenuation tomography, all seismic rays come from the same epicenter and there are no crossing rays.
This forms an unfavorable geometry for a high-quality tomography. Therefore, the result is limited and primarily used for introducing the technique.
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The Pn wave has a typical group velocity window between 8.2 and 7.6 km/s for continental paths. Selecting a
window and the component to measure the Pn spectra is an important issue. Sereno et al. [1988] tested different window lengths of 5 to 20 s and suggested that the spectra are insensitive to the window length. In
fact, their shortest 5 s window generated approximately the same Pn measurements for low-magnitude
earthquakes with epicentral distances between 200 and 1400 km. To investigate the stability of the Pn wave
amplitude measurement, we tested four different methods, including combinations from two different Pn
wave windows (a 0.7 km/s group velocity window around the IASP91 arrival times and a ﬁxed 4 s window
after the ﬁrst arriving P wave) and two different displacement components (vertical component and the displacement rotated to the Pn incident direction). The methods generally exhibit consistent results. Therefore,
we only present the result from the vertical component and a 0.7 km/s group velocity window.

7. Conclusions
We present a method to separate the geometric spreading and attenuation from the seismic Pn wave data.
The frequency-dependent, log-quadratic spreading function of Yang et al. [2007] and the power law Q model
are adopted for Pn propagation. A high-accuracy broadband Pn wave data set from the recent North Korean
nuclear explosions is used to constrain the model parameters. The geometric spreading function and regional Pn Q are obtained for Northeast China and the Korean Peninsula. By taking the two-station amplitude
ratios and correcting for the known spreading function, we remove the effects of the source and crust legs
from Pn data, obtaining the P wave attenuation information along the pure upper mantle path. Combining
both the single- and the two-station data, the upper mantle P wave attenuation distribution is obtained using
a formal tomographic approach. The current method can be applied to earthquake data as well as Sn waves.
We compared the Pn waves across China and through the Japan Sea. The results reveal prominent differences for Pn waves crossing different paths, with the high-frequency Pn signal propagating more efﬁciently
through the continental path compared with the oceanic path.
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